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1.

INTRODUCTION

In this paper, some types of models for labour force projections
have been formulated in simple Markov chain terminology. The emphasis
is on general ideas and not on particular suggestions as to concrete
projection procedures. Also we have not felt bound by the limitations
of the present data base, as we believe that the structure of the desirable model should guide the data collection, and not vice versa.
2.

SOME CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS

The labour force participation of an individual will depend partly
on his own characteristics, partly on those of the economy of which he
is a member. Assume that the population has been partitioned into homogeneous groups according to relevant personal characteristics which remain unchanged during the population period, such as sex. The projection for the complete population may then be carried out by projecting
each population group iji turn. We shall restrict ourselves to such a
group.
There will be some projection time unit, such as a week, a month,
or a year. Assume that for each member of the group considered it is
possible to specify some measure Z(t) of the degree in which he is actively working during time unit t. For example one may let Z(t)=l for
each individual who does any paid work at all during time unit t, Z(t)=0
otherwise. If the time unit is a month, another suggestion may be to let
Z(t) represent the number of days of work in month t.
A series of background variables whose values may change during the
projection period may influence the working activity of an individual.
Let us denote the values for time unit t of s such background variables
by Y..(t),...,Y (t), which may stand for age, family status, educational
category, area of residence, profession, industry affiliation, and so on.
Let us assume for simplicity that Z(t) as well as all Y.(t), including
the age variable, can have a finite number of values only. (If the
variables originally had a richer range than this, such an assumption
may lead to some loss of information .)
Let Y(t)={Y.(t),...,Y (t)}. A member of the population group considered will then be characterized during time unit t by the vector
X(t)=(Y(t),Z(t)}. The number of persons in the group with X(t)={y,z}
will be called L(y,z,t). The total amount of work made during time unit
t by persons with Y(t)=y in the group equals
A(y,t)=Z z L(y,z,t).
z
If p is any parameter and U any random.variable we shall denote an
estimate for p by p and a forecast for U by U.
3.

DYNAMIC MODELS WITH A ONE-WAY INFLUENCE BY Y ON Z

Some models specify the set Y(t) of background variables as a
Markov chain itself,*' and introduce what we may call labour force participation rates rt(y)=E{Z(t)|Y(t)=y). If qt(y*,y)=P{Y(t+l)-y|Y(t)=y'}, a
forecast for A(y,t) will be furnished by the formulae in (1), which first
produce an independent forecast for M(y,t)=E L(y,z,t) and then a subsequent one for A(y,t).
x) This does not generally follow from the assumption that X( ) is
a Markov chain which we shall make later on.
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(1)

A(y,t) = rt(y) M(y,t).
Let us consider an elementary example. Let the time unit be a
month, let Z(t) be the number of days worked during month t, and assume
for simplicity that the time horizon of the projection is restricted so
that once the population has been partitioned into age groups, v° need
not take the aging of the individuals into account. We use marital
status as our only background variable, and distinguish only between the
married and the not-married.
We then let Y(t)=0 if a person is not
married in month t, Y(t)=l if he is married then, and Y(t)=2 if he dies
in month t, with priority for a higher value of Y(t). M(0,t) will be
the number of persons not-married in month t in the population group
considered,
M(l,t) will be the corresponding number of married persons, and M(2,t) will be the number of deaths. q(0,2) is the probability of dying during a given month for a person who is not married,
q(l,l) is the probability that a married person remains married throughout a given month, and so on. r(0) and r(l) represent the labour force
participation rates for not-married and married persons, respectively.
Returning to the general theory, we note that this kind of procedure has the advantage that it requires very little in the way of a
theory of interaction between the random processes Z(') and Y(-). This
advantage also is its weak point, however, for the following two reasons:
(i) In real life, the value of Z(t-l) .may influence the value of
Z(t).
(Whether a person has worked much during week t-1 probably tells
us something about his working propensity for week t.)
(ii) The value of Z(t-l) may influence any possible change from
Y(t-l) to Y(t). (For example the marriage prospects of a spinster will
probably depend on whether she has a job or not. Similarly an unemployed young man may be more inclined to move from his area of residence than one who has a high Z(t-l).)
In our opinion, these features ought to be included in a forecasting model. This is done in the second kind of model, to which we
now turn.
4.

DYNAMIC MODELS WITH TWO-WAY INTERACTION

Obviously the random process Y(-) influences the process Z(>),
since otherwise the elements of Y(.) would not have been chosen as background variables. We now wish to take into account a possible influence
the other way as well. This is done by specifying X(.) as a Markov
chain with some set of transition probabilities

Pt(y1,z';y,z)-P{X(t+l)-(y,z)|X(t).(y',z')}.
Forecasts may be produced recursively by the formulae
L(y,z,t)=£ I
y'z

Uy'.z'.t-l) ft (y',z';y,z),

(2)

A(y,t)=r ?. L(y,z,t).
T

We have specified the transition probabilities as possibly dependent on t in both models. This is to allow for such factors as seasonal variation (including the beginning and end of a school year), shifts
due to changes in wage conditions, and so on. It should be noted that
a specification of the transition probabilities p really involves a
theory for the mutual interaction between labour force participation
and the background variables. Thus, in our elementary example of § 3,
one is required to specify (among other things) how labour force participation influences marriage prospects as well as vice versa.
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A theory of the influence of wage conditions or other economic
parameters on labour force participation may be built into the model
above by making the p functions of the relevant wage rates or other
parameters.
5.

MODELS WITH INTERACTION AMONG INDIVIDUALS

In the models of §§ 3 and 4, individuals are assumed to behave independently of each other. This may be a reasonable approximation to
reality in many circumstances, but in other cases there is considerable
interaction between the members of a population, e.g. in a situation
where key personnel go on strike. One way of incorporating this kind
of feature is by specifying transition probabilities of the form

pt(y',z',*;y,z) = p{x(t-n)=(y,z) |x(t)-(y',z') & L(t)=«},
where L(t) is the matrix with elements L(y,z,t).
formulae are then provided by
(3)

L(y,z,t) = I I L(y',z',t-l) p
y'z'

Recursive

forecasting

(y',zT,L(t-l);y,z),

and the second member of (2). Again the p may be specified as functions of economic parameters.
This will not cover any possible influence in the opposite direction, however, such as influence from labour participation on the wage
rates. Such a feature can be included by a simple extension of the
above reasoning. Let W(t) denote a vector of relevant wage rates at
time t. We shall take W(-) to be a randoia process, operating in interaction with the process L(.) in such a way that {W(-),L(')) is a Markov
chain. "We denote its transition probabilities
Pt(w',«';w,")- P{W(t+l)-w,L(t+l) = i|W(t)=w',L(t) = J,'}.
A forecast within this model will involve simultaneous forecasts of
both L(-) and W(-) through formulae such as
ft(t) = £ £ I P
{W(t-l),L(t-l);w,{,},
I
w t-1

W(t) = wE w I t-1
P .{W(t-l),L(t-l);w,t1,

L

i

with a subsequent application of the second member of (2).
In each of the models presented here, the distribution of the
values of the variables at time t has been made dependent on the corresponding values at time t-1 only. In principle there is no reason why
we cannot extend this to cover dependence on values at further previous
points of time.

RESUME
Quelques types de modeles de projection de la main d'oeuvre.
JJans cet article nous avons formule quelques types de modeles de
projection de la main d'oeuvre en simple terminologie chaine
niarkovienne. L'essentiel repose sur des idles generales et non sur des
propositions concretes de methodes de projection. Nous ne nous sommes
pas limites au cadre des bases des donnees existantes car nous estimons
que la structure d'un modele souhaitable doit servir d'orientation
pour le rassembleraent des informations et non le contraire.

